CytoDyn Social Media Policy
These guidelines apply to CytoDyn employees or contractors who create or contribute to blogs, wikis,
social networks, or any other kind of Social Media (such as, but not limited to, LinkedIn, Twitter, Yelp,
Wikipedia, or Facebook pages) or who comment on online media stories in a professional capacity.
While all CytoDyn employees are welcome to participate in Social Media, we expect everyone who
participates in online commentary to do so in a respectful, relevant, professional way that protects our
reputation and follows the letter and spirit of this Social Media Policy, as well as federal securities laws.
1. When you are participating on social networking sites using your personal social media accounts,
be transparent that your thoughts are your own. If discussing official CytoDyn business, use your
real identity—no aliases—and disclose your affiliation with CytoDyn.
2. Never represent yourself or CytoDyn in a false or misleading way. All statements must be true
and all claims must be substantiated and conform with federal securities laws.
3. Do not post any business-related confidential or internal-use information that you obtain or learn
about as part of your job duties with CytoDyn.
4. Respect all copyright and intellectual property laws, including those protecting videos, text and
photographs belonging to CytoDyn or third parties.
5. Respect financial disclosure laws. Be very careful when making statements about CytoDyn’s
financial performance, and do not make statements that in any way could violate federal
securities laws, such as the disclosure of material, nonpublic information.
6. Do not post anything that is maliciously false, abusive, threatening or defamatory. You should not
post content that is in violation of CytoDyn’s policies against discrimination, harassment, or
hostility on account of age, race, religion, sex, ethnicity, nationality, disability, or other protected
class, status, or characteristic.
7. Do not unlawfully disparage CytoDyn products or services, or the products or services of our
vendors or competitors.
8. Do not engage with the news media or industry analysts to discuss official CytoDyn strategy
and/or business on behalf of CytoDyn or its customers without the approval of a member of the
Management Team.
9. If you see something online that alleges potentially unlawful or unethical conduct (for example,
illegal, unsafe or unethical conduct by a CytoDyn employee, contractor or vendor), please
immediately escalate this event to a member of the Management Team.
CytoDyn reserves the right to modify or eliminate any or all parts of this document; you are responsible for
regularly reviewing it to remain up-to-date.
Noncompliance with this policy may result in potentially significant reputational and legal risk to CytoDyn.
Violations of the provisions in this document may result in disciplinary action up to and including
termination of employment.

